






















WARNING

















Before placing baby in your Solly be sure they are well fed and changed.

Bouncing and shushing especially in the fresh air can be calming for baby. 

If you can catch baby in their quiet alert stage this is an ideal time to practice wrapping. 

In the first few months it can be common for baby to fuss and push against the 
wearer's chest. This is baby working on those upper back, neck and arm muscles and 
practicing for pushing up and rolling over. This is a normal developmental stage and is 
typically a phase.



The X on your back should not be up near the base of your neck but lower between 
your shoulder blades. Lowering this 'X' by bringing those shoulder straps more to the 
center of your shoulder will feel better especially as baby gets bigger. Before tucking 
those shoulder passes through the midsection take each shoulder pass in hand, lift 
them off of your shoulders and pull them more out to a diagonal to the edge of your 
shoulders. This will lower the 'X' on your back. 

All passes should be well spread and flat over you and baby. It should appear as if the 
two of you are wearing a fitted t-shirt from both the front and back. If you are unable 
to spread out the passes you may have gotten your wrap twisted. Keeping the wrap flat 
as you wrap it onto your body is key.

If baby is too low this can cause discomfort for the wearer as well. Baby should be high 
and tight and close enough to easily tilt your chin down and kiss babies head.

Remember to stand tall, pull your shoulders back and engage your core. This can take 
conscious effort especially for a newly postpartum wearer.

If you have a prior back issue or injury this does not mean you will not be able to 
wear your wrap comfortably it just means we may have to make some more specific 
adjustments.








